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Mission and Vision 

Pacific Collegiate School’s mission is to provide exemplary, standards based college preparatory 
and fine arts education for public middle and high school students of Santa Cruz County and 

bordering areas. Our vision is to offer any student the same quality of education offered by the 
most academically distinguished schools in California. Our graduates will be prepared to enter 

and thrive at the world’s finest colleges and universities. 
 

In addition to a core college preparatory curriculum, Pacific Collegiate School will emphasize 
international, cross-cultural, and technological education in order to prepare graduates for life in 

the 21st Century.  Pacific Collegiate students will be introduced to the rich variety of world 
cultures and become fluent in at least one foreign language.  They will become proficient in the 

basic information technologies essential for cultural literacy in the 21st Century. 
 
Board Members Present – Judy Carey, Kathleen Dammann, Tina Shurbert, Jigisha Desai, 
Ellen Timberlake, Tara Firenzi, Kris Reyes, Carol Foote, Kathy Kelly, Deepika Shrestha 
Ross, John Leopold, Alex Hamb, Margery Regalado, Ken Cole, Cat Forest 
Board Members Absent – Andrew Townsend 
Others Present – Andrew Goldenkranz, Camilla Boolootian (open session only) 
1. Open Session Call to Order and Establishment of Quorum Carey  
2.   Prior to Closed Session 

Identification of site to possibly renew lease: real property located at 255 Swift 
Street, Santa Cruz, the Facilities Committee (Deepika Shrestha Ross, Kris Reyes, 
John Hamstra, Michael Bolte, and Dina Hoffman) authorized to negotiate on 
behalf of the PCS Board with Santa Cruz City Schools designee(s). 

3.   Closed Session (60 minutes) 
a. Government Code Section 54956.8 - Discussion regarding possible lease 

renewal terms/negotiations for 255 Swift Street, Santa Cruz; Deepika 
Shrestha Ross present as the negotiator 

b. Government Code Section 54957 – Principal Evaluation  
4.   Open Session – Regular Agenda  

a. Introductions  
b. Welcome  and explanation of format  
c. Report out of Closed Session 

No action taken in closed session. 
5.   Approval of Agenda Carey 
Diversity/Outreach report as an oral report in May. 
6.   Approval of the Minutes 

Regular Board Meeting March 11, 2008 



Motion to approve minutes with spelling correction of Singne Coe’s name: Carol Foote, 
Second: Deepika Shrestha Ross, Vote: Approved Unanimously. 
7.  Opportunity to Address the Board: 

a. Public comments are allowed.  The Board President will recognize any 
member of audience not on the agenda and wishing to speak on a matter 
directly related to school business.  The President may allot time to those 
wishing to speak (3 to 5 minutes/individual; 15 minutes per subject), but no 
action will be taken on matters presented (ed. Code Sec. 36146.6).  The 
President or any Member of the Board may direct that a matter be referred 
to the Principal/Superintendent’s Office for placement on a future agenda. 

8.  Consent Agenda  
Information concerning the Consent items listed below has been forwarded to each 
Board Member prior to this meeting for his/her study.  Unless some Board Member 
or member of the audience has a question about a particular item(s) and asks that it be 
withdrawn from the Consent list, the item(s) will be approved at one time by the 
Board of Directors.  The action taken in approving Consent items is set forth in the 
explanation of the individual item(s). 

a. Check Register for February 2008 
b. Approval of Auditor Contract 

Motion to approve consent agenda: John Leopold, Second: Kathleen Dammann, Vote: 
Approved Unanimously. 
9.   Presentation 
 Physical Education at PCS by 8th grade students. Gilbert (15 minutes)  
Jason Gilbert and Jake Cushnir - Pacific Collegiate School challenges its students 
academically but not physically. We would like to have the option of taking a physical 
education class.  The evidence of a strong connection between physical fitness and 
mental fitness is very compelling.  The students of PCS could benefit greatly from a P.E. 
class.  Physical activity should be a vital part of education.  Scientists have recently made 
a new discovery.  Your brain can actually produce new brain cells. When you move a 
muscle in your body, it releases chemicals into your bloodstream, which eventually travel 
to the brain.  In the last 30 years, the numbers of overweight and obese people have 
increased dramatically for both children and adults. Much of this obesity epidemic is 
caused by a lack of physical activity. We are lobbying for P.E. because it is good for your 
brain, it is good for your body and disease prevention, and because it is fun.  If students 
learn to enjoy getting exercise and gain understanding of the importance of physical well-
being, they’re likely to become active, healthy and smarter adults. We propose having P.E. 
offered as an elective.  
They sent out emails through the grade parents and received over 60 parent emails in 
support of PE at PCS, none opposed to PE.  256 students signed the petition.  Vicky 
Culver – good job, why are we not required to offer PE at PCS?  Jason – because we are a 
charter school.  Gus Samios – what are college views about PE?  Did you look into it?  
Jake – don’t know.  Susie Shane - did any teacher support the idea and express 
willingness to teach it?  Student – what about upper grade student support for 7th and 8th 
grade PE? Tina Shurbert – what about teachers thoughts?  Were they surveyed?  Cat 
Forest – improved academic test scores if you increase physical activity.  Healthy respect 
for logistical issues of adding a PE elective.  Not a minor problem. Cheryl Samios – 
commended Jason and Jake for their presentation. Setting goals and going before the 
faculty was great. Betsy Ronzano – can we have student presentations at every board 
meeting?  Kathy Kelly – aknowledged and make it part of the program.  Andrew 
Goldenkranz – this PE presentation has improved each time.  Judy Carey – we need to 
figure out a committee or task force to bring this to the board. 
 



 
10.   Report  

      Student Representative Report. Hamb (5 minutes)   
Alex Hamb – not too much change to report since the last board meeting. The student 
government election is under way. There are 2 students running for secretary, 3 pairs of 
students for president and vice president, 3 for treasurer.  They decided to allow 10th 
graders on the exec committee.  They can run for secretary and public relations.  They 
placed spending limits on campaigns.  Choir and band are going to Disneyland.  The choir 
auditioned and was selected to perform.  This Saturday is the last dance of the year.  
Dance Company performance is Thursday, Friday and Sunday.  Fresh Choice fund raiser 
will be held on the 9th. 
11.   Actions Items 

a.   School Enrollment Growth. Carey (90 minutes) 
Judy Carey – you have read through the minutes from the board meeting last month, we 
heard from parents and students and the board had a discussion. We are back here today 
for a vote on enrollment growth.  Motion to increase student enrollment effective the 
school year 2008/2009: Ellen Timberlake, Second: Margery Regalado, Discussion:  
Darrell Steely (science teacher) – the teachers support enrollment growth. A teacher’s load 
is not just about the number of students in a class but also about the number of different 
classes a teacher needs to prep for daily. Enrollment growth would decrease the workload 
for him because he would not have to prep for 3 different classes.  Dee Vlasak (art teacher) 
– she knows of a school with enrollment of 1000 students that is able to maintain small 
community feel because that is their focus.  We should not fear what we may be loosing.  
Pauline Seales (science teacher) – if we do not get more funding need to increase budget 
cuts.  More negative effect on the teachers and the school from cutting classes than from 
having larger classes.  Ross Newport (PCS parent) – it is unfortunate that the enrollment 
growth is rolled into the budget discussion.  Want to increase enrollment to give a little 
more variety.  Frustration comes from a narrowly focused school, it can drive away 
brilliant young minds.  A few more electives will improve morale.  Sarah Whittier (English 
teacher) – my understanding that due to finances we have no choice but to increase 
enrollment.  Would love to have 4 sections considered as fulltime.  Student – doesn’t seem 
like we have much of a choice, just go with it.  If there is a debate between two models, 
why wait 6 years when you can do it in 3.  Sandy Lansdale (staff, PCS parent) – has always 
been in favor of staying small over the past 5 years but has been converted.  This has 
been the most dedicated effort to look at all aspects of growth and improve.  Adding more 
students will improve work load in front office and help with diversity.  Frances Bolte (PVA 
Co-chair, PCS parent) – growing up to a point could be a good thing.  7th periods a day is a 
concern, teachers without dedicated classroom is an issue with impact at this sight.  Once 
you make the choice to add more students you can’t unmake.  Board has inherited this 
magical place and this is a significant decision.  Jennifer Douglas (PCS parent) – wants to 
hear teachers talk about shortened class period or what 7 periods looks like.  Wants to 
hear details.  Rhonda Sprague (PCS parent) – very vague proposal on the table without 
detail of implementations.  70 kids free each period, unsupervised is a great concern 
because she lives in the neighborhood.  Implementation package details are needed.  
Student – is the 0 – 7 period idea going to be implemented?  Alana Ramey-Bernardi (PCS 
parent) – last meeting questions were left hanging, 7 period day concerns, are teachers 
going to have work space.  Joel Tarbox (computer art teacher) – details by parents are 
legitimate.  What doesn’t seem to be addressed is that the school’s could be mission in 
jeopardy by making fine arts cuts.  Which could happen within a year.  Chris Bowman 
(janitor, PCS parent) – in the last month she has talked with parents and teachers.  If we 
don’t grow it will demoralize teachers.  Parents are asking tough questions and there is a 
lack of trust in the presentation.  Why are we not trusting?  This is being presented as 
money problem, don’t see it as a money issue.  Frances Bolte – are money issues driving 
this?  Judy Carey – it is more involved than that.  Randy Garrett (math teacher) – the 
money is important, also concerned with class size.  Part time teachers hear can’t get 



fulltime positions here.  Darrell Steely might be asked to teach 3 separate classes, he is 
being offered better deals elsewhere.  Staff is 90% in support of growth.  Might be looking 
at flushing the staff out.  That is not how a solid school should be.  Vicky Culver (PCS 
parent) – lots of unanswered questions finances are an issue but growth is not the way.  
Wants numbers and to see the details.  New treasurer is great, if she says growth is the 
only way then we need to grow.  Wants more data.  Aren’t we under lease negotiations.  
Should have parent town hall meeting –feeling that we aren’t given all the info because it 
isn’t in yet.  Teachers are the glue to the school.  David Levy (math teacher) – Bill Koens 
building the master schedule 3 sections per grade makes scheduling difficult.  4 sections 
will give more flexibility and classes can be more equal in size.  Nancy French (PCS 
parent) – feeling alarmed after hearing Darrell Steely speak and the thought of loosing 
teachers.  Sherri Helvie (English teacher) – focus needs to go back to the students.  Small 
class size is more important than small school size. There is such a disparity in class size.  
Alana Ramey-Bernardi – concern that money will be absorbed elsewhere and not for the 
teachers.  Chris Bowman – parents want to know why we would cut program first.  Vicky 
Culver – what is the plan?  Parent – how can we add more students and reduce the class 
size?  Students - growth would break the culture.  If teachers leave the school then that is 
going to break culture. Wants teachers to be happy.  Parent – compeling hearing from 
staff, financial reasons, more parents are afraid of change.  3 compeling reasons to vote in 
favor of growth.  Judy Carey – clarifiying question in Angela’s report have we have already 
enrolled 75 7th grader for next year. Is that true? Andrew  Goldenkranz - 73.   
Andrew Townsend submitted the following letter and Judy Carey read it to the board:    
Dear Fellow Board Members, 
   I am sorry I cannot be at the board meeting to take part in the very important discussion 
regarding growth.  I did want to briefly offer my thoughts based on our previous 
discussions on this issue.  
   Without the benefit of the discussion which will happen at the meeting, I would vote 
against growing our enrollment at this time.  I think that we are currently faced with a 
number of situations that should be addressed before we commit to expanding the 
student body.  The biggest issue for me is the lease negotiations but there are other 
internal and external factors that lead me to beleive the prudent course of action at this 
time is to continue with our current enrollment.  I am not swayed by the argument that the 
extensive wait list is a reason to expand.  It is my belief that the wait list will expand in 
direct proportion to the growth in enrollment.  We cannot meet the ever increasing 
demand for a PCS education in Santa Cruz.   But, we can and should offer help and 
guidence to any group looking to replicate what has been achieved at PCS.  
   I am also not swayed by the expanded enrollment=expanded electives argument.  I don't 
believe PCS was intended to be a typical high school with a wide range of choices.  It is a 
school of choice and families can investigate all of the available options and decide if PCS 
is right for them.  If a wide range of sports, activities, and electives is important to a 
student, there are other good choices for them in Santa Cruz.  
   The most often quoted argument for growth is budgetary but I do not see the apocalypse 
approaching.  I think we can work hard and commit to looking at every aspect of the 
school operations to see how we can maintain a high quality education through a period 
of economic uncertainty.  I believe we can thrive through these uncertainties if the entire 
PCS community is willing to do the work necessary.    
   The final, most compelling, issue is that of teacher pay and benefits.  I completely 
understand the long serving teachers who feel as if the experimental days are behind them 
and they are anxious to be compensated on a par with their colleagues throughout the 
county.  This has to become a priority for us to consider and solve but I don't think that 
a decision to expand enrollment immediately solves this problem.  
   Those are my thoughts. Andrew Townsend 
Kathleen Dammann – spent a lot of time reading and thinking about decision.  Lots of 
thoughtful comments – feel conflicted.  Lease negotiations of concerns.  Faculty benefits 
and students impact, some know and some unknown.  Budget planning in process.  Tara 
Firenzi – appreciation to all teachers that came tonight.  Feels pressure that she is the 



collective voice of the teachers.  There are a number of reasons that faculty want 
enrollment growth – diversity and quality of program, electives are in high demand, will 
have happier teachers with fewer preps, smaller class size, 80 across 4 sections is easier.  
Next year 73 in 3 classes.  Fulltime teaching offerings is very important.  Diversity in 
student body, equity, and access.  Try to open up more spaces.  So many preference 
spots that 15 spots would improve access.  Not on board with the 7 period day.  Does not 
want 70 kids running around each period.  A lot of kids willing to get here early zero period 
here for dance company.  No concerned about these littler things.  Prep period concern 
not critical to be in their own classroom.  We would much rather grow.  Finances are 
important for stability.  With that in mind, supporting the office is great.  We want parity 
and keep our plan.  Andrew Goldenkranz  – clarifying information, 7 period day, carrying 
capacity of the school about 460 facility accommodations need to be made above 460 
students.  Teachers don’t necessarily need their own classroom for working space.  The 
details can get worked out later.  Diversity is a high priority. Take home points from 
Strategic Planning – smaller core class size.  Facility negotiations are not going to change 
in the next couple of months cannot put off this decision because of negotiations.  We 
need to follow through on our promises - reduced class size, increase pay and benefits.  
Ellen Timberlake – supports growth, board members need to ensure integrity and stability 
of school, ensure success of the mission.  2nd sustainability of school.  Enrollment growth 
being discussion for 4 years. Still could get more info.  Public school stewardship role.  
Strategic Planning and Diversity express values that can be done without more money.  
Communication piece lacks detail, it is important to get questions answered.  Respect and 
be prudent.  Jigisha Desai – newest board member with no formed opinion of optimum 
size.  I’m getting up to speed but a lot of work left to be done.  This is a tough decision.  
Looked and past years budget numbers, we have been very conservative.  Presentations 
say we have to grow because of budget deficit, but deficit is based on very conservative 
numbers.  Need to be diligent when looking at expense, especially discretionary spending.  
Future facilities expense is significant and unknown.  Budget assumptions could change 
significantly.    Strategic Plan/Operational Plan is not finalized, it is in transition. Best to 
defer until 2009 the decision of enrollment growth and allow enough time to cleanse 
budget numbers and to address the unanswered questions.  Student body already 
crowded.  Mature school plans need to be in place.  Deepika Shrestha Ross – 
Supports growth for the reasons previously stated by Ellen - for access, for diversity, but 
most of all for class size reduction and teacher load reduction.  Three preps a day was not 
sustainable and we shouldn't be treating our teachers that way.  Appreciates the people 
who wanted more detail, because they are the ones who would keep the process honest 
and push leadership to be accountable.  If the desire for more detail is about a lack of trust 
in leadership (school admin + board) this needed to be addressed, and if the feeling was 
that this was indeed a problem I would be in favor of taking more time to address this. 
Charter schools are about innovation, thinking boldly.  Need to hold the board and school 
accountable rather than disengage from the process.  Thinking boldly, primary mission is 
student achievement.  Excellent teaching is essential.  Facilities – we don’t know if we are 
going to be here in 2 years.  Hard to deal with unknown, need to be nimble and flexible.  
Treat teachers as professionals.  Brand can be about student achievement but also about 
how we treat our teachers.  Kris Reyes – supports growth even with uncertainty of future 
facilities.  Support growth to increase diversity.  Cat  Forest – thanked previous board 
members.  Mike Bolte talks about integer problem, the right amount of students.  Four 
sections per grade will allow more flexibility in scheduling.  Won’t affect the quality.  
Flexibility logistics at High Street campus were difficult.  Money issues are real, not a lot of 
places in the budget to make cuts.  Not the board’s job to micromanage the budget.  Bad 
that there is mistrust.  If it takes a year, then so be it.  Faculty have come around.  John 
Leopold – first time getting data with growth ideas.  Growth information should be up on 
the website.  Parent of  PCS 8th grader,  talking about going to another school and feeling 
the need for a larger group.  Diversity of relationships.  Telling to hear from teachers 
tonight.  Compeling comments. Wrestle with growth and more elective choices.  The 
school can’t be everything to everybody.  Sandy Lansdale is the face and voice of the 



school, represents spirit and soul of the school.   If it stabilizes our finances.  Should 
engage with parents that have concerns and figure out a process.  Some meetings will 
happen during the day and some at night.  There are benefits to this plan and a good move 
for the school.  Camilla Boolootian – leadership quality of faculty can figure out the details 
to accommodate growth later.  Budget is conservative but we can lose a lot by making 
cuts.  Support teachers look at compensation and benefits.  Carol Foote – teachers are our 
most valuable asset.  Class size and financial analysis doesn’t really pan out.  Concerned 
about the details of adding math classes.  As proposed, math classes will not get smaller 
for a few years.  Wants to work out details before making a decision on enrollment growth.  
Heard from a lot of parents and students last month not in favor of enrollment growth.  
Work and more details and include more parent input for a later board decision.  Should 
reach more board consensus before this decision.  Kathy Kelly – does not hear a divided 
board.  Better number in other places for bigger decisions.  Role as board member, 
enrollment growth has no downside fiscally or for the mission.  Loads of talent in this 
room and the PCS parent community, we can solve implementation issues. Wants more 
students to have access.  Not nearly enough access, we should look at replication.  
Interested in creating 21st century citizens.  This decision has been so thought out. This is 
an amazing school community.  Go forward and think about the opportunity and put the 
fear aside.  We can go further.  Betsy Ronzano – (asking Jigisha) is the mission in 
jeopardy if we do not grow?  Jigisha - somethings are unknown.  Right now the projected 
deficit will be $38,000, but we have outperformed in the past.  Betsy - if we don’t grow in 
the fall can we improve the benefits?  Jigisha – not sure if this has been researched.  Tara 
– faculty compensation committee has talked about it a lot.  Lynn Hoffman looking into it. 
Betsy Ronzano read her following prepared statement: 
  Regarding Access: 
- There are wait lists for charter schools nationwide. Some as big as ours is. Just 

google “the policital power of charter school wait lists” and you’ll see. There are local 
schools with wait lists like Monarch, Tierra Pacifica and Mountain – and they’re not 
expanding their schools to accommodate those lists. The idea that we can go to any 
public school that we want is simply inaccurate. Sometimes inter district transfers are 
approved and at other times not. For the first time ever, Live Oak School district is 
refusing to release their students to Mountain School. They are fighting for every 
single student and the state funds that student brings to their school.   

- Basic principles of supply and demand dictate that the wait list isn’t our enemy. It’s 
what continues to agitate the educational system and inspires them to do better. 
There is now an Academic Excellence and Rigor task Force within Santa Cruz City 
Schools. That’s an amazing thing and a direct by-product of our wait list and the work 
of local parents like Suz Howells, who is here with us tonight. The wait list is a sign of 
success in that we’ve engaged people in the educational process. And the good news 
is, we’re available as an advisory resource for those wanting to start their own charter 
schools. Beacon educational Network is available as well. 

- Additionally, our wait list is an opportunity. Both for us and for our local schools. For 
PCS, it provides us the opportunity to reach out and ask – how can we help you to 
address the needs of those families wanting more out their educational experience? 
Can we provide AP or college workshops? Can we partner in the AVID program for 
those kids who might fall through the cracks and miss out on college? We’re making 
efforts to collaborate with community agencies around our college knowledge 
campaign, why not reach out to those schools representing the wait list?  

- For the local schools, our wait list, if shared with them, provides them with the 
opportunity for dialogue with parents who are engaged in education, willing to donate 
both monetarily and through volunteerism.  And perhaps, by sharing it, places us with 
a seat at the table as a demonstrated and successful partner in local education rather 
than a strictly competitive adversary vying for their students.  

- Twenty one of the students poised to be admitted if we grow 7th and 9th are public 
school students representing a significant amount of funding for the schools they will 
vacate to come here.  We’ve often expressed frustration at not being invited to the 



table as a local educational partner, but I see the opportunity here to make our budget 
work with our current population and recognize the enormous budget deficit faced by 
our local schools and the pink slips that come with it. By making the decision not to 
grow at this time, we stand to position ourselves as positive partners rather than a 
single school focused solely on ourselves. Something especially valuable during 
these stressful budgetary times.  

- I’ve seen a letter from James re growth dated 06 and it mentions compensation and 
teacher excellence as a priority and reason to grow. I can’t help but feel that if as 
much focus and energy were internally directed toward seriously addressing this 
issue as has gone externally toward discussing the wait list, we’d have made 
significant progress in this area. Growing to address teacher comp & benefits isn’t the 
solution – committing to immediate focus, energy, creativity, dialogue and time 
toward it is. 

Regarding Organization 
- The stages of org development & lifecycles include: idea, start-up, 

adolescence/growth, maturity, decline etc.  An org re-enters start-up with each growth 
phase. These stages aren’t age or size dependent, but reflect the state of internal 
operations, structure & processes; program management and standards; policies, 
oversight; fundraising, internal culture etc.  Although we have a couple areas of 
maturity – ie, a recognized product and a short-term track record – we’re not there yet.   

- Over the course of the last year we’ve identified many areas where this organization is 
immature and we’re working hard to address those areas to position ourselves for 
sustainability and the possibility of strategically directed growth. The reality is….we’re 
not there yet. And each time an organization grows, it re-enters a start-up phase.  

- There are areas within our current structure lacking process models for planning, 
improvement, maintenance and evaluation of our school. We’ve lacked a 
demonstrated adherence to existing processes in some key areas. We’ve made 
progress this year in addressing issues as they come up as incidents that must be 
addressed through process rather that as “show-stoppers” a clear sign we are on our 
way to maturity, but we’re not there yet. 

- Our intuitive drive as a Board to audit our H.R. policies and utilize a consultant to 
evaluate our internal systems and structure is a necessary and responsible step 
toward maturity. The fact that in some areas we may find we’ve not allocated enough 
staff to support the functions is a sign of organizational immaturity. This review 
process will help us identify positions we may need to phase in for sustainability. 
Again, we’re making progress, but we’re not there yet.    

- We’ve got programs that have been added without defined standards and processes. 
Again, a sign of organizational immaturity.  

- Between stages there is a natural tension and if we stay the course of our formal 
systems, H.R. and organizational audit together with a finalization of our facilities 
negotiations, we will be poised to make a responsible and structurally supported 
decision to grow. Self-assessment is a sign of mature organization…we’re on our 
way, but not there yet.  

- I’m not opposed to the idea of growth. I came from a school bigger than PCS. I am 
opposed to bringing our organization back into a start-up phase against the advice of 
our Board Treasurer and Risk Manager. If she thinks we need to table this vote until 
the Fall and the instability of our facilities is addressed, then I wholeheartedly respect 
and support her judgment. 

Ken Cole – he has organizational experience in non profits. Respects teachers and heard 
them loud and clear.  Shame that there weren’t parent town hall meetings about enrollment 
growth.  Before, did not understand what a charter school is, we are a public school.  
Margery Regalado – has no children at PCS.  Works in education Cabrillo College.  She is 
a board member that is more externally focused.  PCS is a public school.  This is about 
access.  Not driven by budget for her.  The board is committed to diversity.  People 
frustrated by not being able to get into PCS.  Limited slots with half taken up by 
preference.  No concern about working out the enrollment growth details later.  Do we 



have an obligation to provide this education to more?  We should have a subcommittee 
there is need for another PCS type school.   
Tina Shurbert read the following prepared statement: 
 I have very clear view of why making a decision to increase enrollment is the wrong thing 
to do at this time.   
1 - We need to get things in order within the school before bringing in more students.  We 
are not currently fulfilling our mission of college preparation when it comes to math.  The 
poor performance of our students in standard math test scores is unacceptable.  We need 
to make improvement in this area our highest priority.  We are just now starting to focus 
on math and student achievement in general at PCS.  Comprehensive student 
achievement data analysis is essential to understanding how well we are teaching and 
preparing out students for college.  We have long tossed around the concept of value 
added.  We need to now what we do well and what needs improvement.  It will take quite 
awhile for this kind of analysis to be completed. 
2 - We formed an administrative structure committee recently. They gathered information 
from the PCS administrative staff.   Information was also gathered from other schools 
about their structures.  Just last month we hired a consultant to help us review our 
administrative structure and help us to make improvements.  Recommendations won’t 
come forward from this process until the end of this school year. 
3 - We have not come to an agreement with the SCCS yet on our facilities lease. The cost 
and location of our future facilities is undetermined.   
4 – Very limited parent and student point of view has been expressed to the board.  I would 
like the student council to survey current students and the board to organize a full Town 
Hall meeting in the evening for parents to weigh in. 
5 - We need to have a comprehensive growth plan before moving forward.  Figuring out 
details each year as our enrollment increases is no plan.  This plan must include the 
options of handling a full campus.  What does a 7 period school day look like?  These 
details have a substantial impact on the student experience. 
Lastly, it is no secret that our principal is very much in favor of school growth and 
increasing access.  There is nothing wrong with that.  But Andrew gave presentations to 
the PVA, the faculty/staff, and to the board last month with a primary focus on the financial 
doomsday if we don’t increase enrollment.  This approach was used last year during our 
budgetary process and the decision about increasing enrollment.  We ended the year 
$140,000 in the black.  It is very evident to me that there is no detailed plan at this point.  
Alex Hamb – student government talked about growth, she is passionate about this and 
upset that she cannot vote.  Tara Firenzi talked with the student government but did not 
present her personal views about enrollment growth.  Student government was surveyed 
not the whole student body. Students elect the student government to represent them. 
Standardized testing doesn’t help us, but star testing helps the school.  Teachers feel the 
pain of teaching for standardized test scores.  It is not what they want to focus on.  Been 
here 6 years and on student government 4 years.    Web and Linkcrew has a positive 
impact on our school culture.  We can only get better.  Our teachers work so hard and this 
is one thing that we can do for them.  Right now we are great we can be excellent.  
Increasing access is important and so many kids deserve this education. The positive will 
outweigh the negatives.  Urge the board to increase enrollment for 2008-2009.  Judy Carey 
-  in the charter school world the value is not to retain teachers, it is teaching excellence.     
Judy Carey prepared and read the following statement: 
I am not opposed to growing PCS in a thoughtful, planned sequence. I see some distinct 
advantages. I support extending opportunity to more students and families – although I 
will say upfront, I do not think that’s our number one obligation as a Board or school. I 
support expanding offerings at the school – particularly some of the initiatives identified in 
the strategic plan. And, as a local business owner and employer, I’m acutely aware of the 
need to pay competitive wages and provide a fair overall compensation package for 
employees. I take all of these things seriously and I have given a great deal of thought to 
our vote tonight.  



Growth or no growth is not the issue for me tonight. Timing is. I support resolving a few 
key things – which can be done by next fall – and then adding enrollment slots. I do not 
support bringing in more students this Fall for these reasons:  

• The lease negotiation for our current site remains unresolved. While some Board 
members may be willing to take the risk and add more students without a 
resolution to this issue, I am not. I see it as our responsibility as a Board to 
address this looming issue first, with its unknown financial impact on the school – 
before we can make concrete plans to adequately accommodate more students 
next year and beyond.  [This should be resolved by the fall.]  

• We are just beginning an in-depth analysis of the internal structures of the school. 
This is an important and necessary step as an institution – particularly as we 
approach the 10-year mark and particularly because in some areas we are already 
stretched too thin. Stressing the system even more by immediately adding 
students and families -- before improvements have been identified and put in place 
-- is both premature and unnecessary. [This will be addressed by the fall.] 

• Bringing in more students demands a thoughtful plan – it’s only fair to them, the 
current students and families and all the faculty and staff. I’d like to see the ideas 
that have been floated to accommodate more students (a 7 day period or 0 period 
or moving classrooms, or portables, etc.) translated into a cohesive plan that lays 
out the impact on students, staff, facility, program, etc. In the absence of that, I 
need to defer my support. Ideally, the plan would precede the action to take on 
more students – and ideally we would put this in place before the lottery – say by 
next December – so families can plan also. [This is better suited as an action for 
the late fall]  

• My support for planned, slow growth is not guided by the need to fix our finances – 
either immediately or long term. There are plenty of large schools and large 
districts that are broke or struggling financially. Growing is not going to solve our 
budgetary issues – but it will bring in additional revenue. I would like to give our 
new treasurer adequate time to ‘scrub the numbers’ as she calls it – and to 
examine closely the growth models and to allow her time to work with Andrew and 
the finance committee on building a budget for 08-09 that does not go into a 
deficit. I can foresee supporting growth as this data becomes more clear.  

• And finally, adding more students right away will not solve the school’s 
compensation issue. Regardless of our vote tonight, we need to move forward with 
the board-led compensation committee and a careful examination of the 
compensation package we offer employees. [Health Savings Account]  

 Deepika – doesn’t see facilities as a concern.   
Vote: Yes - Tara, Ellen, Deepika, Kris, Cat, John, Kathy, Margery (8) and No – Judy, 
Kathleen, Jigisha, Carol, Besty, Tina (6).  Motion carries.  8 yes and 6 no. 
 
Motion to increase enrollment by laddering in additional students in 7th and 9th grade each 
year for the next 2 years and 7th grade only for the following 2 years and to start the school 
year each year with a maximum of 84 students in each class: Kathy Kelly, Second: John 
Leopold.  Vote: Yes - Tara, Ellen, Deepika, Kris, Cat, John, Kathy (7) and No – Kathleen, 
Judy, Carol, Tina, Betsy, Jigisha.  Abstained – Margery.  

b.   Appointment of new board member.  Dammann (5 minutes) 
Motion to approve the appointment of new board member, Susan Thornhill: Kathleen 
Dammann, Second: John Leopold, Vote: Approved Unanimously. 

c.   Heritage Festival Field Trip – Band and Chorus.  Goldenkranz (5 minutes) 
d.   Thespian Festival Field Trip – Thespian Club.  Goldenkranz (5 minutes) 

Andrew - Heritage Festival 55 students, Thespian Conference 5 students.  Tina – is the 
board field trip policy being followed?  Andrew – yes.  Motion to approve both field trips: 
John Leopold, Second: Cat Forest, Vote: Approved Unanimously. 
12.    Oral Report  



          California Charter School Association Conference Report (20 minutes) 
  Goldenkranz, Shrestha Ross, Dammann, Kelly 
Deepika Shrestha Ross  – table this report until the next meeting. 
13.    Written Reports (Questions Only)  

a. Principal Report. (by Goldenkranz, andrew.goldenkranz@pcsed.org)   
b. Monthly Financial Statements. (by Desai, jigisha.desai@gcinc.com)                                            
c. Development Report. (by Boolootian, camilla.boolootian@pcsed.org)  
d. Executive Committee Report. (by Carey, judycare@cruzio.com) 
e.   Nominations Report. (by Dammann,  dammann@cruzio.com)                                
f.   Strategic Planning Report. (by Timberlake, EllenTimberlake@sbcglobal.net) 
g.  PVA Report (by Foote, carol@galaxyimages.com) 
h.  HR Audit Working Group Report (by Dammann, dammann@cruzio.com)  
i.   Administrative Structure Working Group Report (by Ronzano, 
pbk3@sbcglobal.net) 

Monthly financial statements will come back in May for board approval.  Development – 
letters are moving people to give.  Deepika – surprised it was as high as 25% of the 
parents have not pledged to the annual fund drive.  John Leopold – people that have not 
given have a history of not giving.  Betsy – aknowledge Frances Bolte for making calls to 
parents about donating.  Betsy – BASH event is May 3rd at Pasatiempo.  Cat – diversity 
dance group will perform on May 2nd. 
14.   Future Board Meeting    May 7, 2008 Regular Board Meeting 
15.   Adjournment 
 
Pacific Collegiate School does not discriminate against persons with disabilities.  Upon request, the 
agenda can be provided in a format to accommodate special needs.  Additionally, if you wish to attend this 
public meeting and will require assistance such as an interpreter for American Sign Language, Spanish, or 
other special equipment, please call the school office at 479-7785 at least five days in advance so that we 
can arrange for such special assistance. 
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